A Robbery was reported to the Morehouse College Campus Police, on Tuesday, October 19, 2010. Two Morehouse College students reported that on October 19, 2010 approximately 7:55 p.m. they were walking on Milton St. and south of parsons St. when a vehicle drove pass them and then stopped, one BM exited the passenger side of the vehicle and demanded valuables from the two students, when the students had no valuables to hand over the suspect then struck one of the students in the face. The students were able to flee the area and call for help. The perp got back into the vehicle and fled the scene traveling East on Parson St.

Vehicle description: White Chevrolet Malibu 2009, tag number unknown

Suspect described as BM, light complexion wearing glasses, short pants, and black T-shirt. No description on the driver.

If you have any information about this incident, please contact the Morehouse College Campus Police Dept. 404-215-2666
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